Reference: 20170062

10 April 2017

Thank you for your Official Information Act request, received on 28 February 2017.
You requested the following:
“Copies of all aide memoires, briefings, reports, memos, updates that mentions
(paragraph or more) the health sector or the Ministry of Health or Vote Health
sent to any Ministers’ offices since August 2016”
On 23 March I extended the time limit for deciding on your request by an additional 10
working days.

Information Being Released
Please find enclosed the following documents:
Item
1.

Date

Document Description

Decision

1 March 2017

Aide Memoire: Treasury's Health
Sector Monitoring Approach

Release in part

I have decided to release the above document, subject to information being withheld
under one or more of the following sections of the Official Information Act, as
applicable:
•

personal contact details of officials, under section 9(2)(a) – to protect the privacy
of natural persons, including deceased people, and

•

work contact details of officials, under section 9(2)(k) – to prevent the disclosure
or use of official information for improper gain or improper advantage.

Please note that I have redacted the direct dial phone numbers of staff members in
order to reduce the possibility of staff being exposed to phishing and other scams. This
is because information released under the OIA may end up in the public domain, for
example, on websites including Treasury’s own website.

Information Publicly Available
The following information is also covered by your request and was released to you in
October last year. It is now publicly available on the Treasury website:
Item
2.

Date

Document Description

Website Address

8 August 2016

Aide Memoire: Ministry of
Health Head Office
Accommodation Renegotiated
Commercial Terms

http://www.treasury.govt.nz/d
ownloads/pdfs/oia/oia20160261.pdf

Accordingly, I have refused your request for the documents listed in the above table
under section 18(d) of the Official Information Act – the information requested is or will
soon be publicly available.
Some relevant information has been removed from the above document and should
continue to be withheld under the Official Information Act, on the grounds described in
the documents.

Information to be Withheld
There are additional documents covered by your request that I have decided to
withhold in full under the following section of the Official Information Act, as applicable:
•

advice still under consideration, section 9(2)(f)(iv) – to maintain the current
constitutional conventions protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered by
Ministers and officials.

Item

Date

Document Description

Decision

3

31 October 2016

Vote Health Budget 2017 Ministerial Meeting

Withhold in full

4

9 February 2017

Withhold in full

5

13 February 2017

Information on Ministry of Health Budget
Package
Aide Memoire: Additional Information for Hon
Steven Joyce

Withhold in full

In making my decision, I have considered the public interest considerations in section
9(1) of the Official Information Act.
Please note that this letter (with your personal details removed) and enclosed
documents may be published on the Treasury website.

2

This fully covers the information you requested. You have the right to ask the
Ombudsman to investigate and review my decision.
Yours sincerely

Ben McBride
Manager, Health
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Reference:

T2017/413

CM-1-3-28-0

Date:

1 March 2017

To:

Minister of Finance (Hon Steven Joyce)

cc:

Associate Minister of Finance (Hon Simon Bridges)
Associate Minister of Finance (Hon Amy Adams)

Deadline:

None

(if any)

Aide Memoire: Treasury's Health Sector Monitoring Approach
You have requested a meeting to discuss the Treasury’s DHB financial
performance and productivity analysis…
The Treasury recently submitted part of its annual health sector analysis to Ministers
[T2017/280 and its Annex]. That report covered DHBs’ financial performance and
productivity up to the 2015/16 financial year and 2017 plans. It recommended that a
copy be provided to Minister Coleman and for the Annex to be publicly released. In
response, you requested a meeting with the Treasury Health Team to discuss changes
to the report before it is provided to Minister Coleman or publicly released.
Although our covering report indicated that we saw some value in proactively releasing
the Annex, it is not intended primarily as a public document or to provide a narrative of
the Government’s overall record in health. The analysis summarises monitoring work
that forms part of our fiscal policy and risk management framework.
…in preparation for the meeting, this note provides additional context on the
Treasury’s health monitoring framework
This note provides some additional context for the upcoming meeting. Our health
monitoring approach is based on Treasury’s four-tier framework (see table 1 below)
which was developed under the “Ministry of Finance” initiative. The Ministry of Finance
initiative was a Treasury priority aimed at lifting internal capability in understanding
value-for-money and performance. We have also attached a copy of our “Health Sector
Monitoring Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Health” (developed in
2013) in Annex 1.
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Table 1: Treasury health monitoring framework including example metric areas
Tier 1: Controls and monitoring

Tier 2: Outlook and sustainability

Key questions:

Key questions:

•

How are budgets tracking against forecasts?

•

•

What is the resilience and stability of
agencies' balance sheets?

•

•

What impact would external shocks have?

Example metric areas:
•

Financial measures such as DHBs’ net

How effectively are agencies managing their
capital expenditure?

Example metric areas:
•

Management of long term cost pressures
(such as demographic change and wage

surplus/deficit, balance sheet strength, and
performance against plan.

What are the long-term cost pressures and
how well are they being managed?

growth).
•

Capital asset management.

Tier 3: Efficiency

Tier 4: Effectiveness

Key questions:

Key questions:

•

Is production efficient, in terms of outputs for
inputs?

•

•

Are agencies being efficiently managed?

•

How does performance compare across

•

•

agencies?

•

Example metric areas:
•

Productivity (level of outputs versus inputs).

How effectively are outputs generating
outcomes?
Would reallocation of resources support
better outcomes?
Can expected long-term liabilities be reduced
by reallocating spending?
What is the opportunity cost of capital
invested?

Example metric areas:
•

Effectiveness of health outputs in generating
improved patient outcomes.

•

Ability of health outputs to reduce long term
costs (for example through early treatment
avoiding worse outcomes later).

The financial and productivity analysis we recently provided to Ministers covers tiers 1
to 3 assessing how well the sector was able to operate within its agreed fiscal envelope
while increasing patient service levels. Given that health is the Government’s largest
expenditure item, this type of analysis is particularly important. There is potential for
health to “crowd out” other Government funded services including some that also
benefit health-outcomes such as housing and education.
Our financial performance and productivity monitoring approach is consistent with a
review by a former Director of the International Monetary Fund’s Fiscal Affair’s
Department. The review emphasised a need for monitoring to help increase health
sector productivity and mitigate the effects of rising demand and workforce costs.
Increasing productivity may also reduce the need for “demand side” changes, such as
increased patient co-payments, which may cause reduced service uptake and lead to
poorer outcomes and inefficiencies.
We will look to provide more analysis of health outcomes once data is available
The second part of our health sector analysis, looking at tier 4 (health service
effectiveness and quality), will be provided later in the year. This later timing is due to
data availability and does not reflect its relative importance. The topics and analysis for
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our upcoming report are in development. The range covered largely reflects the
availability of data from the Ministry of Health (see the Memorandum of Understanding
in Annex 1 for more information on the data we receive).
We intend to cover similar measures to our DHB performance report last year including
emergency department wait times, mortality following acute myocardial infarction,
ambulatory sensitive hospitalisation rates, and mental health crisis admissions. But our
strategy is for our reports to continue to evolve and be tailored to current concerns.
We are also planning to provide additional information that may include OECD
statistics comparing New Zealand to other nations, a summary of the Ministry of
Health’s recent burden of disease publication, and a discussion of health system
performance in response to areas of concern in the sector.
We consider that there are significant opportunities to better develop New
Zealand’s health monitoring framework
The Ministry of Health does some good work monitoring DHBs’ performance (such as
through the System Level Measurement Framework and Health Targets). However, as
outlined in [T2017/280 and its Annex] we have concerns around the ability of the
Ministry’s approach to support sector performance improvement. The Ministry does not
integrate the considerable number of databases (over 25) it holds, nor, according to the
sector, does it routinely share comparative information with DHBs or other providers.
DHB CEs have raised concerns around the Ministry’s reluctance to engage in
developing “a whole of system view of District Health Boards’ (DHBs’) effectiveness,
efficiency and productivity” to help improve patient outcomes. Reflecting these
concerns some of our metrics have two purposes. First, they provide some useful
(although imperfect) information comparing DHBs’ performance. Second, they help to
identify areas where we consider greater Ministry data collection and indicator use
would be beneficial.
From a Budget perspective, the Ministry’s approach to Vote Health baseline funding
increases tends to involve requesting percentage increases based on high level factors
(such as population growth) rather than developing a bottom-up understanding of costdrivers and the relative cost-effectiveness of different services (including their ability to
reduce more serious longer term health problems). The resulting lack of lower-level
information may inhibit the sectors’ ability to move toward stronger linkages between
funding and achievement of health outcomes for patients (as recommended in the
2015 health system funding review led by Dr Murray Horn).
We look forward to discussing our report and what we can do to help lift understanding
of health sector performance.
s9(2)(k)

Hew Norris, Senior Analyst, Health,
Ben McBride, Manager, Health, Health, s9(2)(k)
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ANNEX 1 – HEALTH SECTOR MONITORING MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING WITH THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH

T2017-413 Annex
1.PDF
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